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ABSTRACT 
We give a canonical form to the double cosets of F = SL(r + s, Z) with respect 
to the congnlence subgroup F0(n; r, s), and determine the nutnber of the double 
cos(~ts. 
1. INTROI )UCT ION 
It is well known that the Smith normal form is the most important result 
in integral matrix theory. To recall this we give the definition of two-sided 
equivalence on M,,(R) [7, p. 12], R is a principle-ideal ring: B is equivalent 
to A [A, B ~ M,,(B)] if there exist two unimodular matrices U, V in M,,(B) 
such that B = UAV. In this two-sided equivalence ve~' matrix A in M,,(B) 
is equivalent to a unique diagonal matrix S(A)  = diag(s'n, .% . . . . .  s~, 0 . . . . .  0), 
where r is the rank of A, sl, se . . . . .  s~ are nonzero elements of R, and 
si]si+ i (i - 1 . . . . .  r - 1) [7, p. "26]. This result still holds fbr the case when 
the matrix is not square. S(A) is called the Smith normal form of A. 
Furthermore,  by the Smith normal fbrm we can count the Sinith-norinal-furm 
class numher S,,(A), the number of the two-sided equivalence classes of 
matrices of M,,(B) of fixed nonzero determinant A [7, p. 34]. Recently, 
Professor Morris Newman proposed the following generalized two-sided 
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equivalence on Mr+s(Z) [2], where r and s are fixed positive integers and Z 
is the set of integers: for A, B ~ Mr+s(Z), we say that B is equivalent to A 
with respect to the congruence subgroup F0(n; r, s), denoted by A ~ B 
w.r.t. F0(n; r, s), if there exist U and V in F0(n; r, s) such that B = UAV, 
where F0(n; r, s) [or simply F0(n)] denotes 
{[A~-~D] ~ F: A ~ Mr(Z) ,B  ~ Mr .s (Z) ,C  ~ Ms , r (Z) ,D  ~ Ms(Z  ), 
and C = 0 mod n entrywise}. 
In this paper we are concerned with finding a canonical form of the 
generalized two-sided equivalence classes of matrices of Mr+ s(Z) of determi- 
nant 1, namely of matrices of F = SL(r + s, Z), and with counting the 
generalized two-sided equivalence classes of matrices of F. In particular, the 
generalized two-sided equivalence classes of F are double cosets of F0(n) in 
F. To find out more about the Smith normal form and integral matrix groups, 
the reader can refer to, for instance, [7, 8, 10] and [1, 4, 6, 7], respectively. 
The next three results play important roles in our development. 
LEMMA 1. Let the prime power decomposition for  n be 17~ 1 pe,. Then 
A ~ B w.r.t .  F0(n) i f  and only i fA  ~ B w.r.t .  F0(p[') for  all i ~ N. 
Proof. By the definition of F0('), it is clear that if A ~ B w.r.t. F0(n), 
then A ~ B w.r.t. F0(pC,) for all i ~< N. Conversely, if A ~ B w.r.t. F0(p/~') 
for all i ~< N, then A = U~ BV~ for some U~ and V~ ~ F0(p~'). By the Chinese 
remainder theorem, there are U, V such that U = U i, V = V i mod p/~' for 
every i ~< N. By [7, p. 36], there are U and V in F0(n) such that U = U and 
V=V mod n. Now, let W=A(UBV)  -~, then W=- I  mod n, and detW= 
detA-det (UBV)  -1 = 1, so W=I .  Hence A = UBV, and A ~B w.r.t. 
F0(n). • 
Let X ~ Ms,r(Z). We define 
= I]"  
It is easy to see that if X = Y then W(X) - IW(Y)  ~ F0(n). So we have 
LEMMA 2. I fX  = Y mod n then W(X)  ~ W(Y)  w.r.t.  F0(n). 
The next theorem shows that for our purpose, W(X)  is the main tool. 
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THEOREM 1. Each A in F is equiv,,oent to W( X ) fi)r some s × r integral 
,uztrix X. Moreover, X can be chosen to have zero entries (mod n) except 
possibly (i,i) entries (i ~ rain{r, s}). 
Proof. According to Lemma VII.4 of [7], for any element A of F, there 








A ~ W(X)  w.r.t F0(n ). 
Moreover, for any r × r unimodular matrix U and s × .~' unimodular 
matrix V, if 
then 
MW( X)M ~ = I I~CY,U ~] =W(VXU) ;  
hence W(X)  ~ W(VXU) for any unimodular matrices U and V. So, by the 
Smith-normal-form theorem and Lemma 2, we may choose U and V so that 
VXU has the desired form. • 
By suitably choosing U and V, we can change the order of nonzero (i,i) 
entries arbitrarily. Furthermore, we note that dividing relation in the Smith 
normal form of Mr+~(Z) cannot hold under the congruence operaticm. 
4 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
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From Theorem 1, it suffices to classify W(X)  with X as stated in the 
theorem. Since the appearing order of nonzero (i, i) entries x~ (rood n) in X 
is irrelevant, for convenience we assume that xi's appear in the consecutive 
order, and denote W(X)  by W({x l, x 2 . . . . .  xk}), where k is the number of 
nonzero (i, i) entries in X. The nmnber k is denoted by rank(X; n). The 
lemma below indicates that we only need to classify W(X) with the same 
rank(X; n). 
LEMMA 3. I f  rank(X; n) ¢ rank(Y; n), then W(X)  "~ W(Y)  w.r.t. 
F0(n). 
Proof. Let W(X)  = W({x 1, x 2 . . . . .  xk}) and W(Y)  = W({y  1, Y2 . . . . .  
Yh})" Suppose that 0 ~< h < k. By Lemma 1, it suffices to prove the case 
n = pe (p prime). By a simple calculation, it's easy to see that there exists 
[A B] ~Fo(pe) ,  U= D 
where A = [a,j], B = [b,j], and D = [di2], such that 
A +BY B ] ~ F0 (p~) 
w(  x ) - luw( r )  = -xa  - xBY  + Dr  + D 
if and only if 
(i) det A det D -- 1 rood p e, 
(ii) xiaij + xibijY ) = di jy j mod pe for i ~< k, j ~< h, 
(iii) xiaij =- 0 mod pe for i ~< k, h + 1 ~<j ~< r, 
(iv) d i jy j -Omod p~ for k + 1 ~<i~<s, j  ~<h. 
Since x~ is nonzero mod pe for i ~< k, (iii) implies that aij 
i ~< k, h + 1 ~<j ~< r. Hence we can partition A into 
-= 0 mod p for 
* rA"J  
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so that A' ~ Mh(Z) and the first row of A" is a zero row (rood p). So 
(let A = det A' detA" - 0 modp,  which contradicts (i). • 
Condition (i) in the above proof should be det A det D = 1; however, it is 
known that if A ~Mm(Z)  and det A = lmodn,  then there exists B 
M,,,(Z) such that B = A modn and det B = I [7, p. 36]. 
In the sequel, let D(n; r, s) be the number of distinct double eosets for F 
w.r.t. F0(n; r, s), and for k ~ min{r, s}, let D(n; r, s'; k) be the rmmber of 
distinct double eosets with rank(X; n) = k for F w.r.t. F0(n: r, s). 
First we consider the special case of n = p (a prime). 
THEOREM 9. I f  rt = p ( a prime), then D( p; r, ,s') = 1 + rain{r, s}, and 
a ,set of  double coset representatives can be {W(Jk) :0 ~< k ~< rain{r, .s'} and 
Jk ~ M~,,_(Z) with 1 at ( i , i )  entries fi)r i <~ k and 0 elsewhere}, where Jo is 
the zero matrix. 
Proof. If  r 4= s and rank(X; p) = k, we have 
[ ol [ 01 W( X)  U W( Jk ) -  = V 0 XU - VJk • 
We shall find U and V such that both 
0 -VJk {!~] ~ F°( 1))" 
By multiplying out XU - VJk, it's easy to see that 
(1) if k ~ r < s, by ehoosing U = I,, and V = diag(x I . . . . .  x k, 
II~=l x/-1, 1 . . . . .  1), we show that XU - vj I  ' - Omod p, and hence W(X)  
~ W(Jk). 
(2) Similarly, if k =s  <r ,  pick V=I ,  and U= diag(x~l . . . . .  x~l 
I]~=~ x~, 1 . . . . .  1)rood p; then W(X)  ~ W(Jk) .  
Finally, if k = s = r then W(X)  ~ W(I~), where I, is the s × s identi~' 
matrix, for 
[ ] ] I - x  -1 w(x)  x -x  =w( i , ) .  
0 I X 
Hence, D(p;  r ,  .s) = 1 + min{r, s}. • 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose n = 1-I N ~= 1 P~, where the p~'s are distinct primes. 
Then 
k=l N ' 
where 3' = rain{r, s}. 
Proof. To make the proof more heuristic we first consider the ease of 
rank(X; n) = 1. Suppose that W(X)  = W({xl}); then with respect o F0(pi), 
W({xl}) ~ w( J1)  or I, depending on whether (x l, Pi) = 1 or not. It is useful 
to use the (0, 1) index matrix of size .N × 1, 
S 2 
S 
to represent x 1. I f  rank(X;n)  =k  then W(X)  =W({x  1,x 2 . . . . .  xk})= 
W([sij]), where [s~j] is an N ×k  matrix and for each j ~N,  .sq =0 if 
(xj, Pi) = 1 and sij = i otherwise. Furthermore, rank(X; Pi) = k - Y")=I sij. 
Therefore, Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 imply that if rank(X; n )= 
rank(Y; n) = k, then W(X)  = W([sij]) ~ W(Y)  = gt/([tij]) w.r.t. F0(n) if 
and only if 
k k 
Es i j  = Etq  for all i ~ N. (4.1) 
j=l  j= l  
And this induces the following argument on counting D(n; r, s): Let ~ be 
the set of all (0,1)matrices of size N × k. Since xj ~ 0 mod n, there is i such 
that (xj, pi) = 1, in other words, the j th  column sum of [sq] must be less 
than N. So let 
~0 = { [sij] E ~: ~ sij < foral l  j <~ k},  
Define the equivalence relation (4.1) on £, it is clear that the number  of 
distinct double eosets, with rank k, w.r.t. F0(n) is equal to the number  of 
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equivalence classes of ~0 under the equivalence r lation (4.1). It is also clear 
that permuting columns of [s~j] will not affect the relation. Thus, if there are 
less than k zeros in [sij], then [s~j] can never be a member of ~0. Suppose 
there are m < k zeros in [sij] , they may spread arbitrarily in N rows. Assume 
that there are t~ zeros in the ith row, then there are 
Y" 1 = ( N+m-m 1) 
t1+/2+ "'" +t~,--Itl 
classes which belong to £ \ £0. Therefore, 
k-1  
D(n; r , s ;k )  =(k  + 1) x -  ~ (N+i -1 )  
i = 0 i 
=(k+l )X -  ( N+k-1)N 
According to the proof, a set of double coset representatives has actually 
been determined for n = H;~ Pi. Indeed, a (0, 1) index matrix of W(X)  
can be seen as a canonical double eoset representative. 
THEOHEM 4. Let (r, s) be a pair of fixed distinct positive integers with 
y = inin{r, s}. Then 
D(p~; r4 :s )  = ( e+ y) 
3/ , 
and a set of double coset representatives can be {I} u {W((p" ,  
t/~, . . . .  ptq):O~<t~ <t 2 ~< ... ~<t k ~<e-  land  1 <~k <~ y}. 
Proof. If x ~ 0rood p", then x = o~p t with (a,  p) = 1 and 0 ~< t ~< e 
- 1. If r :# s, say r < s, and rank(X; pC) = k <~ r, then 
w(x)  = w( (x l  . . . . .  = p , l  . . . .  
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with 0 ~< t 1 ~< te ~ " ' "  ~< t k ~ e -- 1, and the a~'s are relatively pr ime to p. 
Let 
) U = I~ • diag a l ,  o~ 2 . . . . .  O/k, oL i ,1  . . . . .  1 ; 
i=1  
then W({oqp t', oz2p t'- . . . . .  akp'~}) 1UW({pt,,  p'~ . . . . .  p'~}) ~ Fo(pQ.  
Hence W({a lp  t', a2p  t~, . . . .  akp,~}) ~ W({p,~ pt~ . . . .  ptk}). Now, we 
show that if k-tuples (s 1, s2 . . . . .  sk) and (tl, t2 . . . . .  tk), with s I ~ s 2 ~< 
• -" ~ s t and t 1 ~ t 2 ~< --- ~< t k, are not equal, then W({p  ~', p'~, . . . .  p,k}) 
,,,, W({pt ,  pt~ . . . . .  ptk}). Let h be the smallest positive integer (~< k) such 
that % # th; say ,% < tt,. Let 
0 ' 
where A = [ai,]j ~Mr(Z) ,  B = [bi,]j ~M r,~(Z), and D =[d i j ]~M, (Z) .  
Then W({p ~', p~2 . . . .  pS~})-lUW({pt~ ' p,% . . . .  ptk}) ~ Fo(p,, ) if and only 
if the following conditions hold: 
(i) det A det D =- 1 rood p", 
( i i )  ~' t ,~,+t . . . . .  p aij = p Jdij - p 'bij mod p for 1 ~< z, j ~ k, 
(iii) pS,a~j Omodp~,  1<~i  ~<k,  k + l~<j  ~< r, and  
(iv) ptJd,j - Omod p", k + 1 ~ i ~ s, 1 <~ j <~ k. 
(ii) implies that aq - ptj-',d~j - b~jptJ = Omod p if i ~< h ~ j .  A is then 
partit ioned into 
:] 
where A' ~ Mh_ I (Z)  and the first row of A" is a zero row (rood p). 
Therefore, det A ~- 0 mod p, which contradicts condition (i). Thus, the num- 
ber of distinct double eosets with rank k is 
k 
and 
k=i k 3' " 
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TttEOREM 5. Let  n = I~iV=l p{", and r, s be d ist inct  f i xed  pos i t ive 
integers wi th  Y = rain{r, s}. Then 
k=0i=l  k "~-  1 , 
Proof.  Suppose rank(X; n) = k and W(X)  = W({x ,  . . . . .  x~}). For each 
j ~<k x j -  ~ iP i  ~ ' 'm°dp[ ' '  for all i K N, where(o~i~,p~) = 1, 0 Ks  ~<e~. 
• ' 'J Z'" From Theorem 41 we have WiJX) and 0 ~ '~ ~'lsu < i=1 e~. 
~V({~j Pi'", o~,~ pi ~,-', . . .  o~ PT'q) ~ W({ "" "~ , I ) i  , Pi , . . . .  piP'q) w.r.t. F0(p; ')  
for all i ~< N. Thus, x~4th each W(X)  there is associated an N X k index 
• I ~1  e matrix E(X)  = [s u] ff x i = o~i/t) i , rood Pi' and (c~i/, l)i ) = 1, 0 <~ .sii K (',, 
tbr all i ~< N, j ~< k. By Lemma [ and Theorem 4, it is not difficult to see 
that if rank(X; n) = rank(Y; n) = k, then W(X)  ~ W(Y)  w.r.t. F0(n) if and 
only if the ith row of E(Y) i s  a permutation of the ith row of E(X)  for all 
i ~<N. Now, le t£  = {E =[su]~M~k(Z) :0  ~<s i, ~e~ for al l i  ~<N. j  ~<k} 
and 32,, = e 32:0 E) < E; , e,}. We ti, e,) define eqnivalence 
relation on 32 and 32o as G(lows: E = [s u] ~ E = [t u] if and only if 
(si l ,  si2 . . . . .  sik) is a permutation of" (t i l ,  ti2 . . . . .  tit,) h)r all i ~< N. It is the 
number of distinct equivalenee classes of 32o, which is equal to the number  of 
distinct double cosets of rank k for F w.r.t. Fo(n; r 4: s); but clearly the 
number of equivalenee classes of 32o is equal to the number of equivalence 
classes of 32 minns the number of those equivalence classes of ~ disjoint 
from Zl~- Computing the number  of equivalence classes of ~. it is clear thai 
it is the mlmber of distinct N × k matrices [si/] such that 0 ~< .s'il ~< .%~ 
• " <~ sit <~ e i for all i. Thus, there are 
i= l  k 
distinct equivalence classes of 32. 
For E = [Su] ~ 32, let tt = i t (E)  - ~;~'1 I{s~j : ,%j 4= e , . j  <~ k}l. I f  It >~ k. 
the pigeonhole principle, applied to k columns of E, shows that there are 
row permutations such that E is equivalent o an element of ~0- However, if 
tt < k, then the equivalence class containing E is disjoint from ~0- It is 
easily observed that for E, E '  ~ E with i t (E)  = tt (E ' ) ,  one has E ~ E '  if 
and only if (1) E and E '  have, on every pair of corresponding rows of E and 
E' ,  the same number of entries which do not take on their largest wdues (that 
is, e'i's), and (2) the two finite increasing sequences formed respectively by all 
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such entries from every pair of corresponding rows of E and E' are the 
same. Now we count the equivalence classes of ~ disjoint from ]£0- If 
Ix(E)= Ix<k,  then sq =e~ for all i <~N, j <~k, except Ix of them. 
Partition these Ix elements into N rows such that the ith row contains t~ 
elements, where t i could well be zero. Then EN= 1 t~ = Ix, and corresponding 
to this partition there are 
 (e+t 1) 
1-I 
i= 1 t~ 
distinct classes. Totally, there are 
N(e~+t i  -1  ) 
t l+  t~ / t  "= • .. ,=  
distinct classes. Since 
el+ t i - 1) 
t i 
is the coefficient of the term x t' in the binomial series (1 - x) -ei, 
N (e i + ti _ 1) 
E 1-I ti 
t l+t2+ --- +tN,=/Z  i=  1 
is the coefficient of the term x ~ in the binomial series (1 -  x) -EL~ ei 
Therefore, 
/ z=O t~+ t,~ .a i= l  . . .  ,=  
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[ {enee 
1)( FIP~';r =/=s) =1+ k [I-I( e*+k)~=l' k=, ,=, k _ (E  \ ' ,=~e~+k-  l k _  1 )] 
k=0i=l  , k , - 1 
This completes the proof. 
Again, from the proof of theorem, an index matrix of W(X) can be seen 
as a canonical double coset representative of SL(r + s, Z) with r # s. 
An investigation of the case of r = s is under way; we believe that more 
combinatories and number theory are involved, ttowever, the generalized 
two-sided equivalence problem is still open. 
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